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POLITOU A - KOTRONAROU A 

CONVENTION CARD SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES 
  

1.  UNCONTESTED AUCTIONS 

 

For all suit openings at the 1 level, responder has to bid the 1st round even with 0 HCP 

 

1.1    1♣ opening 

 

a) 1♣ - 1♦ = 0-11 HCP 4+♥ F1 

 

1♥ = 14-17, 4♥ (2 way GTs, see CC 1♥ opening) 

2♥ = 18-21 bal 4♥ (2 way GTs, see CC 1♥ opening) 

3♥ = 5+♣ 4+♥ 18-21 

 

1♠ = 4+♠ 14-17 HCP (may be balanced) 

 

1NT = 15-18 bal 

Responder:     2♣ = 4♥ (could have 4♠ too) 7-9 HCP, inv 

                       2♦ = 5♥ 7-9 HCP, inv 

                       2♠ = 5♥4♠ 7-9 HCP, inv 

 

2♣=min (may have ♦ too) 

 

2 ♦ = 8-9 tricks, 20+ HCP F1 

Responder:      2♥ = 5+♥, 0-11 HCP 

  2♠ = 4♠, 0-11 HCP 

  2NT = 5-9 HCP, not 5+♥ nor 4♠  

  3♣ = weak hand, not 5+♥ nor 4♠ 

  3♦/♥/♠ = Good suit 5+ cards 

 

2♠ = 5+♣-4+♠ 18-21 HCP (may be 6-5) 

Responder:     2NT = 7-9 HCP, balanced, FG 

                       3♣ = 3+♣, 0-6 HCP 

                       3♦/♥ = 5+♦/♥ 6-9 HCP, FG 

                       3♠ = 4♠ 0-4 HCP 

                       3NT = to play 

                       4♣ = 3+♣, 7+ HCP, FG, not OKCB (waits CB, or RCKB from opener) 

                       4♦/♥ = CB with 4♠ 

                       4♠ = to play 

                       4NT = RCKB with ♣ fit 

 

2NT = 19-20 bal 

Responder:     3♣/♦ = 3+♣/♦, (4)5+♥ FG (opener: 3♥ if 3c ♥, then 3NT=slam try in m with 6-4) 

                       3♥ = 5+♥ sign off 

                       3♠ = transfer to 3NT  

                       3NT = shows 4♥4♠, opener decides if 3NT or 4M 

                       4♣ = 4+♣, 4♥ FG (not OKCB; opener: 4NT to play, if ♣ fit obligatory CB) 

                       4♦ = transfer with 6+♥ (if  4NT after 4♥ = RKCB) 
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3♣=6+♣ 18-21 HCP 

Responder:     3♦/♥ = 5+♦/♥ 6-9 HCP, FG  

                       3♠ = 5♥-4♠ 6-9 HCP, FG 

                       3NT/5♣   = to play 

                       4♣ = OKCB  

  Responses by opener: 

4♦ = no reply. Then: a) 4♥ = repeat ask, b) 4NT = to play 

4♥ = 1 or 4 A 

4♠ = 0 or 3 A. Then 4NT/5♣ = to play, 5♦ asks Q♣, 5♥ asks K 

4NT = 2 A no Q♣  

5♣ = 2 A with Q♣, then 5♦ asks K 

5♦ = 1 or 3 or 5 with void 

5♥/♠ = 0 or 2 or 4 with void ♥/♠ 

                       4♦/♥/♠ = splinter fit ♣ 

Similar for 1♣ -1♥ (0-11 HCP, 4+♠) 

 

b) 1♣ - 1♠ = 0-11 HCP no 4 card major 

 

1NT = 15-18 bal 

Responder:      2♣/♦ = sign off 

  2♥ = no ♥ stopper may have ♠ stopper, inv, F1 (7-9 HCP) 

  2♠ = ♥ stopper, no ♠ stopper, inv, F1 (7-9 HCP) 

  2NT, 3♣/♦ = nat, inv, NF (7-9 HCP) 

 

2♦=8-9 tricks, 20+HCP F1 

Responder: 2♥ = Values in ♥, 2-6 HCP 

                        2♠ = Values in ♠, 2-6 HCP 

  2NT = 5-9 HCP, scattered values 

  3♣ = weak hand, 0-6 HCP 

  3♦ = Good suit 5+ cards 

  3♥ = Splinter, ♣ support (opener: 4♣ = OKCB; other suit = nat, not ♣) 

  3♠ = Splinter, ♣ support (opener: 4♣ = OKCB; other suit = nat, not ♣) 

 

2♥ = 5+♣, 4+♥, 18-21 HCP 

Responder: 2♠ = values in ♠, 2-6 HCP 

  2NT = 7-9 HCP, balanced, FG 

  3♣ = weak hand, 0-6 HCP  

  3♦ = 5+♦, 6-9 HCP, FG 

  3♥ = 3♥, 2-6 HCP 

  3♠ = values in ♠, 7+ HCP, FG 

  4♣ = 3+♣, 7+ HCP, FG (not OKCB) 

  4♦/♠ = 4+♣, cue bid 

  4♥ = to play 

                        4NT = RCKB with ♣ as trump 

 

Similar for 1♣- 1♠ - 2♠ = 5+♣, 4+♠, 18-21 

 

2NT = 19-20 HCP balanced 

Responder: 3♥ = values in ♥, no ♠ stopper, 4+♣, FG 

  3♠ = values in ♠, no ♥ stopper, 4+♣, FG 

  4ΝΤ = Slam proposal – Quantitative with clubs  
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3♣=6+♣ 18-21 HCP 

Responder:     3♦ = 5+♦ 6-9 HCP, FG  

                       3♥ = values in ♥, FG 

                       3♠ = transfer to 3NT  

                       3NT/5♣   = to play 

                       4♣ = OKCB  

                       4♦/♥/♠ = splinter fit ♣ 

c) 1♣ - 1NT = 10+ BAL FG 

 

2♣ = ♣ or BAL 

Responder:     2♦ = Stayman (2M=4cM; 2NT = 17-19; 3M=5cM; 2NT = 17-18) 

                       2♥/♠ = cue bid 4+♣ 

                       2NT = 10+ no 4c M 

                       3♣/♦/♥/♠= 4♣/♦/♥/♠-4-3-2 10-12 

                       3NT = 10-12, values in M 

 

2♦ = 5+♣, 4+♦ 
Responder:     2♥/♠ = 4 ♥/♠ 

                       2NT = 10+ stoppers both M 

                       3♣/♦ = 3+ ♣/♦ (opener: 4♣/♦ = OKCB; new suit = CB) 

                       3♥/♠= CB with fit (either ♣ or ♦), waits CB 

                       3NT = 10-12, values in M 

                       4♣/♦ = OKCB 

 

2♥/♠ =5+♣, 4+♥/♠ 

Responder:     2NT = 10+ stoppers in other suits, no fit (opener: 3 ♥/♠ shows 6-5) 

                       3♣= 3+ ♣ (opener: 4♣ = OKCB; new suit = CB) 

                       3♦ = 5+♦ no fit (opener: 4♦ = OKCB; 3 ♥/♠ shows 6-5, new suit = CB ♦) 

                       3♥/♠ = 4 ♥/♠ 

                       3 OM = CB with fit (either ♣ or ♥/♠), waits CB 

                       4♣ = OKCB 

                       4NT = RKCB fit ♥/♠ 

 

2NT = 19-20 bal 

Responder:     3♣= BARON (opener: 3X= 4cX, 3NT=4c♣) 

 

3♦ = 5♦332 

Responder:     3 new suit = CB 3+♦ 
                       3NT = to play 

                       4♦ = OKCB 

 

3NT = minimum (13-14 with ♣) 

Responder:     4NT = Gerber (opener: 0(4),1,2,3) 
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d) 1♣ -2♣ = 5+♣ FG 

2♦ /♥ /♠= 4(3) ♦ /♥ /♠ - 5♣ 

2NT = 15+ HCP any, relay  

Responder: 3♣ = 6+♣, no side suit 

  3♦/♥/♠ = 5+♣-4♦/♥/♠ 

  3NT = balanced (5332), 10-14 HCP 

  4♦/♥/♠ = splinter (strong ♣) 

  4NT = Slam proposal - Quantitative (5332, 15-16 HCP) 

3♣ = 3-4+ cards in ♣ unbalanced  

Responder:  3♦/♥/♠ = CB in ♦/♥/♠ (looking for slam in ♣) 

  4♣ = optional KCB 

3♦ /♥ /♠= splinter (fit ♣) 

3NT = balanced, 15-16 HCP, sign-off with 2c ♣ (4♣ = OKCB, 4X=CB, 4NT = last train 6+♣) 

4NT = RKCB trump ♣ 

   

Similar for 1♣ - 2♦/♥/♠ (= 5+♦/♥/♠ FG). Except that 3♣ =6+♣ no fit. 

2NT (=15+ HCP any, relay). Then, bid of lower suit at the 3 level shows that suit and 5+-4 

distribution (e.g. 1♣-2♥-2NT-3♦=5♥4♦). Bid of lower suit at the 4 level shows that suit and 6-

4 distribution (e.g. 1♣-2♥-2NT-4♦=6♥4♦). Bid of higher suit at the 4 level is SPL (e.g. 1♣-2♥-

2NT-4♠=6♥ 1st round control ♠). 

after 1♣ -2♦: 

3♥/♠ = splinter, fit ♦, not strong (14-17 HCP) [then 4♦ = OKCB, new suit CB] 

4♣//♥/♠ = splinter, 4+ ♦, good hand [then 4♦ = OKCB, new suit CB] 

after 1♣ -2♥ /♠: 

3♦ = 5+♣ 4♦ no 3 ♥ /♠ 

4♣/♦ = 4+ ♥ /♠ CB 

3NT = to play, no fit, SO 

Responder:     4♣/♦/OM = 5♥-4♣/♦/OM slam interest (opener: 4NT = SO, new suit=CB) 
                       4♥/♠ = 6♥/♠ slam interest (opener: 4ΧΑ RKCB, 5♣/♦ (4if OM)= CB) 

                       4NT = RKCB trump ♣ 

 

RKCB kickback by opener, after responder shows 6M4♦. Responses: 1430, 2w/o Q, 2 with Q 

E.g. 

1♣ - 2♥, 2NT- 4♦, then 

4♥ = 2♥ 14-17 

4♠ = RKCB with ♥ 

4NT = RKCB with ♦ (resp 1430) 

5♦ = to play (then: a) 5X=CB after which 5NT=SO, b) 5NT = RKCB) 

 

after 1♣ - 2♥: 3♠ = splinter fit ♥ (then 3NT = slam interest asks CB) 

 

e) 1♣-2NT = 5(M)3323 

3♣=♣ or bal 

                        3♦ = 5♥ 

                        3♥ = 5♠ 

3♦=5+♣4♦ 

                        3♥ = 5♥ 
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                        3♠ = 5♠ 

f) 1 ♣ -3 ♣ = 5+♣ plus 5+any other suit FG plus 5+♠ FG 

3♦ = asks 2nd suit.  

                        3♥//NT = 5♥/♠/♦ 

 

g) 1 ♣ -3 ♥ = 5+♥ plus 5+♠ FG 

3 = 3+ waiting 

4♣ = 6+♣ no fit 

4♦ = fit ♥ 

Responder: …4=cue bid ♣ not ♦,  

                        4=cue bid ♦ not ♣ (2c♣) 

                        4ΧΑ= RKCB (promises ♣ and ♦ control), responses 3014 

                        5♣ /5 ♦, =exclusion 

                         Responses with 6 KCs (both major K):  

   1st step: ODD (1/3) 

   2nd step: EVEN, (2/4) 

                         Next step asks Q of the 2 suits (responses: 0, 1, 2) 

 

g) 1 ♣ -3 ♠ = 5+♦ plus 5+♠ FG 

4♣ = 6+♣ no fit 

4♦ = fit ♠ (waits CB) 

Responder: …4=cue bid  not ♣,  

                        4=not cue bid   

                        4ΧΑ= RKCB (promises ♣ and  control), responses 3014 

                         5♣ /5, =exclusion 

                         Responses with 6 KCs (both ♠ and ♦ K) (see above)  

4 = CB fit ♦ 

Responder: …4= not cue bid ♣,  

                        4ΧΑ= RKCB (promises ♣ control), responses 3014 

                         5♣ /5, =exclusion 

                         Responses with 6 KCs (both ♠ and ♦ K) (see above)  

4NT= CB ♣ no CB , fit . Responder: 5♣: RKCB (5Α, 3014), 5♦: To play 

 

1.2               1♦ opening 

 

a) 1♦ - 1♥/♠ = 0-9 HCP 

 

1NT = 18-22 HCP 

                       2♣ = 6-9 FG, 2♦ from opener = asking bid to describe hand 

                       2♦ = 0-5 HCP sign off (usually, not 5♥/♠ -bids 2♥/♠ nor 4♠ after 1♥ -bids 2♠-) 

                       2ΝΤ = 4-5 HCP, BAL 

 

b) 1♦ - 1NT = 0-9 HCP no 4 card M 

 

2♣ = F1, 14-17♣ or 18-22 HCP 

                       2♦ = 0-5 HCP sign off (may have 5♥ or 4♠) 

                       All other bids natural, 6-9 HCP 
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c) 1♦ - 1♥/♠/1NT = 0-9 HCP 

 

2NT = FG, any 

                       3♣ = weak hand 

                       All other bids natural, 5+ HCP 

 

d) 1♦ - 2♣ = FG, ♣ or bal or ♦ support 

 

2♥/♠ = 5+♦ - 4♥/♠ 

2NT = 14-17 6322 no ♣ support 

 

e) 1♦ - 2♥/♠ = FG, 5+♥/♠ 

 

2NT = 14-17 6322 no ♥/♠ support 

 

f) 1♦ - 2NT = 5M332FG 

 

3♣ (= 4+♣) – 3♦/♥ = 5♥/♠ 

3♦ – 3♥/♠ = 5♥/♠ 

 

 

1.3                1ΝΤ opening 

 

1NT- 3♥/♠ =5-4 or 5-5 minors, (0)1♥ (2)3♠/ (0)1♠ (2)3♥ 

Opener: 

1. 4♣= RKCB  (Optional, see par. 1.1.c) 

2. 4♦= RKCB  (Optional, see par. 1.1.c) 

3. 4 singleton Μ = Last Train*   

4. 4NT= Last Train*   

5. 5♣= To play (min) 

6. 5♦= To play (min) 

7. 3♠ (1NT-P-3♥-P-3♠) = .as trump 

8. 4 of the 3card Μ = to play (but responder may run to 5= pass or correct if 2cM, 55m) 

9. 1NT-P-3♠-P-5♥= Slam try, ατού  (δε θα τύχει ποτέ) 

10. 3NT= to play (usually double stopper at 0-1 suit, if not probably honors in minors) 

Responder can insist by bidding 5 card minor at the 4 level. Then, 4NT by opener sign off! 

* Last Train: opener shows slam interest. If responder interested, CB (or 4NT A asking, if 

available), if not sign off by bidding agreed m at 5 level. 

 

1NT- 2♣, 2♦ - 2♥ =5-5 M weak 

1NT- 2♣, 2♦ - 2♠ =5♠-4♥ INV 

1NT- 2♣, 2♦ - 2NT =INV, may have 4c M 

1NT- 2♣, 2♦ - 2♠ = 5-5 M INV OR 4♠54♥ INV 

1NT- 2♣, 2♥ - 2♠ = 4♠ INV 

 

1.4                2♣ opening 

2♣-2♦ = relay, F1 

a) 2♥ by opener = 3 or 4 ♥    

 a1) Responder bids 2♠.= 4+♠ FG 

                    Opener rebids: 
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                          2NT = minimum, 5♣ - 3 or 4♥ - 1 or 2♠ 

                          3♣ = 6♣ 3 or 4♥ 

                          3♦ = 5♣4♦3♥ 

                          3♥ =5♣4♥3♦ 

                          3♠ =5♣4♥3♠ 

                          3NT = 6♣3♥2♦2♠ 

                          4♠ = 5♣4♥4♠ 

 a2) Responder bids 2NT = asking bid 

                    Opener rebids: 

                          3♣ = 6♣ 3 or 4♥ 

                                                3♦ by responder asks more 

                                                     Opener rebids: 

                                                 3♥ = 6♣ 3♥ not3♠ 

                                                 3♠ = 6♣ 3♥ 3♠ 

                                                 3NT = 6♣ 4♥ 

                          3♦ = 5♣ 4♦ 3♥ 1♠ 

                                                3NT by responder does not promise stopper in ♥ 

                          3♥ = 5♣ 4♥ 3♦ 1♠   

                                                3NT by responder does not promise stopper in ♦ 

                          3♠ = 5♣ 4♥ 3♠1♦   

                                                 3NT by responder does not promise stopper in ♠ 

 a3) Responder bids 3♥/♠ = FG 5+♥/♠  

                        Opener bids game if minimum or CB if stronger 

                        Subsequent auction natural 

 

b) 2♠ by opener = 3 or 4 ♠    

 

 b1) 2NT by responder = asking bid 

                    Opener rebids: 

                        3♣ = 6♣ 3 or 4♠        

                                              3♦ by responder asks more 

                                                     Opener rebids: 

                                            3♥ = 6♣ 3♠ 2♥ 2♦ 

                                            3♠ = 6♣ 3♠ 3♦ 1♥ 

                                            3NT = 6♣ 4♠     

                       3♦ = 5♣ 4♦ 3♠ 1♥    

                                             3NT by responder does not promise stopper in ♠ 

                       3♥ = 5♣ 4♠ 3♥ 1♦ 

                                             3NT by responder does not promise stopper in ♥ 

                       3♠ = 5♣ 4♠ 3♦ 1♥ 

                                             3NT by responder does not promise stopper in ♦ 

 

 b2) Responder bids 3♥/♠ = FG 5+♥/♠  

                    Opener bids game if minimum or CB if stronger 

                    Subsequent auction natural 

 

c) 2NT by opener = maximum hand with no 3 card Major and no 6♣ 4+♦ 

 

3♣/♦/♥/♠ by responder are FG and show 3+♣./4+♦/6♥/6♠ 

Subsequent auction natural 
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d) 3♣ by opener = minimum hand with no 3 card Major (can have 4+♦) 

 

4♣, and 3♦/♥/♠ by responder are invitational and show 3+♣/ 4+♦/5+♥/5+♠ 

Subsequent auction natural 

 

 

 

e) 3♦ by opener = maximum hand with no 3 card Major and 6♣ 4+♦ 

 

        e1) 3♥/♠ by responder = 5+♥/♠ FG 

 

        e2) 4♣ by responder asks SPL (may have support for ♣ or ♦) 

                 Opener rebids: 

                  4♦ = 1♥ 

                  4♥ = 1♠ 

                  4♠ = 0♥ 

                  4ΝΤ = 0♠ 

 

         e3) 4♦ by responder shows support for ♦ and asks cue bid 

 

         e4) 3ΝΤ, 4♥/♠, 5 ♣/♦ by responder = to play 

 

         e5) 4ΝΤ by responder = RCKB with ♣ as trump 

 

1.5                  2♦ opening 

a) 2♦-2♥ = Relay, F1 

        a1) 2♠ by opener = 0 or 1 ♥  

                        2NT by responder = asking bid 

                    Opener rebids: 

                                3♣ = 4 or 5 ♣ 

                                3♦ = minimum hand 6+♦ 

                                3♥ =5♦4 ♠1♥3♣ 

                                3♠ =6♦4♠ 

                                3NT =maximum hand 6+♦ 

       a2) 2NT by opener = 6♦322 or 5 or 6♦ 4♠ 2or3♥  

                        3♣ by responder = asking bid 

                    Opener rebids: 

                                3♦ = minimum hand 6♦322 

                                3♥ =5♦4♠3♥1♣ 

                                3♠ =6♦4♠  

                                3ΝΤ =maximum hand 6♦322 

b) 2♦-2NT = transfer to 3♣  

After 3♣ by opener, responder rebids: 

         Pass = weak with ♣ 

         3♦ = 5♥ 5♠ FG 

         3♥/♠ = 5♥/♠332 FG 

c) 2♦-3♦ = 55M INV (opener: 3/4M, 3NT =to play, 4♣ = natural) 
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1.6                2♥ opening 

AFTER 2♥ -2♠ (=relay, FG with exceptions, including weak with ♠ and INV hands) 

a) 2NT by opener = only ♥ no other 4+ suit   

                3♣ by responder = asking bid, FG 

                         3♦ = no singleton (3♥ by responder shows singleton) 

                         3♥ = singleton (or 0) ♣ (4X by responder CB, asks CB) 

                         3♠ = singleton (or 0) ♦ (4X by responder CB, asks CB) 

                         3NT = singleton (or 0) ♠ (4X by responder CB, asks CB) 

                3♦ by responder = 5+♦, 0-1♥, pass or correct 

                3♥ by responder = to play 

                3♠ by responder = to play 

                3ΝΤ by responder = to play 

b) 3♣ by opener = 4+♣  

     3♦ by responder = asking bid, FG 

          3♥ = 5♥5♣ (3♠/4♣ by responder sets ♥/♣ as trumps) 

          3♠ = 0 or 1 ♦ (responder: 4♣/♦ sets ♣/♥ as trumps, 4♠= to play) 

         3NT = 0 or 1 ♠ (responder: 4♣/♦ sets ♣/♦ as trumps; 4♥ = to play; 4♠=singleton ♥) 

     3♥ by responder = INV 

     3♠ by responder = to play 

     3ΝΤ by responder = to play 

     4♣ by responder = INV (trumps ♣) 

c) 3♦ by opener = 4+♦  

         3♥ by responder = asking bid, FG 

              3♠ = 0 or 1 ♣ (responder: 4♣/♦ sets ♦/♥ as trumps, 4♠= to play) 

              3NT = 0 or 1 ♠ (responder: 4♣/♦ sets ♦/♥ as trumps; 4♥ = to play; 4♠= singleton ♥) 

         3♠ by responder = to play 

         3ΝΤ by responder = to play 

         4♦ by responder = INV (trumps ♦) 

         4♥ by responder = to play (usually re-evaluated INV hand) 

d) 3♥ by opener = 5♥-5♦ 

         3♠ or 4♦ by responder is to play (sign off)   

         4♣ by responder = asking opener to bid 4♦ 

  Then: 4♥ = to play, 4♠ = sets ♦ trumps, 4NT = RKCB (♥ trumps) 

         4♥ by responder = to play (usually re-evaluated INV hand) 

AFTER 2♥ -2NT (=5+♠, no 3c♥) 

a) 3♣/♦ by opener = 4+♣/♦ 

         3♥ by responder = INV 

         3♠ by responder = INV (opener with max and 2c ♠ bids 4♠) 

b) 3♥ by opener = no other 4c suit, 0-1 ♠ 

         3♠ by responder = INV (opener passes if not max or with obvious bid: 3NT, or 4♥, or 4♠) 

c) 3♠ by opener = no other 4c suit, 2c ♠ NOT FORCING (responder can pass) 

d) 3NT/4♣/4♦ by opener = 3+♠ and only ♥/4♣/4♦ - FORCING GAME 
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         subsequent bids FG with ♠ as trump 

AFTER 2♥ -3♣/♦  (=6+♣/♦ F1 

a) 3♦ by opener = 4+♦ (after 3♣) 

b) 3♥ by opener = no other 4c suit, minimum (4♣/♦ = INV, can be passed) 

c) 3♠ by opener = no other 4c suit, maximum (4♣/♦ = INV, can be passed) 

d) 3NT by opener = to play 

e) 4♣/♦ = 3c fit ♣/♦ 

f) 4 other minor = splinter with fit in responder’s minor 

g) 4♠ = splinter with fit in responder’s minor 

In cases e,f,g subsequent auction FG with trump set (♣/♦) 

AFTER 2♥ -3♠ (=6+♠, sets ♠ as trump FG) 

a) 3NT by opener = 0 or 1 ♠ 

b) 4♣/♦/♥ = 2 or 3c ♠ without honor/with honor/ with honor and CB ♥ 

c) 4♠ = singleton honor ♠ 

 

1.7                2♠ opening  

AFTER 2♠ -2NT (INV +, potential interest in a minor) 

a) 3♣ by opener = 4+♣ 

          3♦ by responder = asking bid, FG 

              3♥ = 5♠5♣ (3♠/4♣ by responder sets ♠/♣ as trumps) 

              3♠ = 0 or 1 ♦ (4♣/4♦or♥ by responder sets ♣/♠ as trumps) 

              3NT = 0 or 1 ♥ (4♣/♦/♥ by responder sets ♣/♦/♠ as trumps, 4♠= to play) 

b) 3♦ by opener = 4+♦ 

          3♥ by responder = asking bid, FG 

              3♠ = 0 or 1 ♣ (4♦/♥ by responder sets ♦/♠ as trumps) 

              3NT = 0 or 1 ♥ (4♣/♥ by responder sets ♦/♠ as trumps) 

c) 3♥ by opener = 5♠-5♦ 

          4♣ by responder = ♦ support and subsequent 4♦ by opener shows min 

d) 3♠ by opener = 6+♠ 

          3NT/4♠ by responder = to play 

          4x by responder CB, ♠ as trump, FG 

AFTER 2♠ - 3♣ (5+♥ INV + not 3+♠) 

a) 3♦/♥ by opener = 2/0-1♥  

          3♥ by responder = to play (after 3♦) 

          3♠ by responder = INV with 2c ♠ 

          4♣/♦ by responder = 5♥ and 5♣/♦ 

b) 3♠ one suit hand, no honor in ♥  

c) 3NT/4♣/♦ = 3c ♥ without honor/with 4+♣/♦ 
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d) 4♥ = to play 

AFTER 2♠ -3♦ (=6+♦ F1) 

a) 3♥ by opener = good stopper 

c) 3♠ by opener = no other 4c suit, not fit ♦ 

d) 3NT by opener = natural shows 4♣ 

e) 4♣ = 5♠/5+♣ 

f) 4♦ = 3c support ♦ 

g) 4♥ = splinter with 4c ♦ 

h) 4♠ = to play 

AFTER 2♠ -3♥ (=6+♣ F1) 

a) 3NT/4♠ = to play 

b) 4♣ = 3c support ♣ 

c) 4♦/♥ = splinter with 4c ♣ 

1.8                3♣ opening  

3♦ asks for 5 card M; response by opener: bids other major (e.g. 3♥ if 3card ♠), else 4♣ 

 

2.  COMPETITIVE AUCTIONS 

2.1 AFTER OUR 1NT OPENING IS DOUBLED IN DIRECT POS: 1NT-(DBL) - 

 Pass = 1. 1m, or 2.both m (4+-4+), or 3.both M (4-4), Then XX=♦ pref, 2♣= ♣ pref  

 RDBL = To play.  If opponents bid, opener may double for penalty or bid a 5 card suit 

(with concentrated values in that suit) 

 2 ♣ = weak hand, 1. 4333 (4c suit any) or 2. 4♣ + 4 card major suit. Opener P with 3+♣ 

and bids first 4c suit otherwise. 

 2 ♦ = 4♦ + 1 higher 4 card suit 

 2 ♥ = 5+♥ 

 2 ♠ = 5+ ♠ 

 2NT = 5-5 in a Major and a Minor suit (opener bids the minor that she prefers; if this is 

not her 5 card minor, responder bids her major) 

IF OUR 1NT IS DOUBLED IN REOPENING (1NT-P-P-D) 

Opener generally Pass and for responder all bids are Transfer 

 

2.2 AFTER OUR 1NT OPENING IS OVERCALLED: 1NT-(2+X) – 

 Lebensol fast (2NT tsf to 3♣ shows stopper in the overcall suit) after 2 level overall in a 

suit. 

 After 2 level overcall limit transfer bids at level 3, showing (10)11+ HCP. Trf to the suit 

of the overcall is STAY with 13+ HCP without stopper. If opener has no 4cM and no 

stopper accepts trf. 

EXEMPTION to the above: 1NT (2♠) - 3♠ = STAY without stopper 

 Natural bids otherwise. 

 Double of an artificial suit generally shows some HCP strength looking for penalty 

(strength depending on level). Double of 2♦ showing both M shows some points and 

penalty of one M, Double of 2♦ showing 1 M shows ♦. 
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 In general, double by responder is negative and/or shows some HCP strength (depending 

on level; D at 3 level can be passed). Double by opener does not exist with passed 

responder; if provoked, shows 2 low at the overcalled suit and maximum hand. 

2.3 AFTER OUR 2nd POSITION 1NT OVERCALL IS DOUBLED: (1X) -1NT-(DBL)  

 All bids transfer (i.e. RDBL = transfer for ♣, 2♣ = transfer for ♦, etc.). Pass is to play. 

 Same if our 1NT in reopening is doubled 

 

2.4 AFTER OUR 1♣ OPENING IS OVERCALLED 

 After 1♣ - (DBL), system on, but responder needs 5+HCP to bid and 8+HCP to RDBL 

and 1NT and 2♣ are natural and NF (7-9 HCP). 

 After 1♣ - (1X): double = bid lost but 5+ HCP [e.g. 1♣ -(1♦) – D = 4+♥, 5-11 HCP]; 1♠ = 

asks opener to bid 1XA if balanced, irrespectively of stopper – if it corrects 1NT to 2♣ 

shows weak hand with clubs and SO. 

 After 1♣ - (2X), natural bids FG. D at 2 level shows 8-9+ HCP (if short, more if not) 

 After 1♣ - (barrage), natural bids FG. D at 3+ level shows 10+ HCP (if short, more if not) 

 

2.5 AFTER OUR 1♦/♥/♠ OPENING IS OVERCALLED 

 Natural bids.  

 After overall of our 1♦, responder supports ♦ immediately with weak hand.  

 After overcall of our 1♥/♠ at the 2 level, 2NT by responder = 3 card support and INV+. 

 After overcall of our 1/ 2NT by responder = natural, 10-11 HCP and stopper 

 After our 1♥/♠ gets doubled 2NT by responder = 4+ fit limit+ plus Cappelletti 

 1/♠–(D) – transfer bids: 1NT/2/ (2 after 1♠ opening) transfer ///(♠) 

 After barrage, natural bids FG.  

 D at 3+ level shows 10+ HCP, at 2 level 8-9+ HCP; these minimum assume shortness in 

the overcalled suit… if not, extra points needed 

 After DOUBLE over 1M opening, cappelletti: 2M=bad raise, 2lower colour=good raise, 2 

any = transfer to higher colour, 1nt=transfer to clubs, with : a. clubs (either passes or bids 

3c)  b.2c sup, any 3bid = fit showing jump (6-8 p, fit, long colour, singleton), REDBL= 

looking for penalties 9+, 2NT = 4+ fit limit+ 

 

2.6 AFTER OUR 2 LEVEL OPENING IS OVERCALLED 

 Natural bids.  

 Double by responder is take out.  

 Opener doubles in the balancing position if short in the overcall suit, even with minimum 

hand. 

 Good/bad 2NT 
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2.7 AFTER JUMP OVERCALL OF OUR 1 LEVEL OPENING 

 Need 10+ HCP (more if not short) to D. May have less if suitable distribution and descent 

fit (still, promises some defence, e.g., at least one A and 1 K). If partner has equal length 

in the other 2 suits, CB so that doubler chooses best suit. 

 If not strong enough PASS even with fit. (eg. 1 (3) Pass with K, Qx, Qxxx, 1098xxx 

and only 4 after reopening D). 

 Natural bids, new suit F1. If not strong enough to bid 5card suit D (e.g. 1 (3) D with 

109xxx, Αxx, xx, Κ10x). 

 After our 1NT opening, pass with 10-11 HCP and values in the overcall suit (and pull 

improbable reopening D, in the rare case that partner doubles having 4441 and max) 

2.8 AFTER OVERCALLS OF OUR 1 LEVEL OPENING SHOWING 2 SUITS 

 CB of low suit = 4 card support for partner’s suit limit+ 

 CB of high suit = length in 4th suit limit+ 

 D = penalty of one of the 2 suits OR 3 card support for partner’s MAJOR (if opening M) 

or 9+ balanced or seibalanced. 

 Bid of new suit or support partner’s suit shows (6)7-9 HCP, competitive, not strong suit, 

limit+N. eed 10+ HCP (more if not short) to D. May have less if suitable distribution and 

descent fit (still, promises some defence, e.g., at least one A and 1 K). If partner has equal 

length in the other 2 suits, CB so that doubler chooses best suit. 

2.9 AFTER OVERCALLS OF OUR 2NT OPENING 

 Bid of suit = F1, D= negative but shows some values, so it can be passed for penalty 

2.10 OVERCALLS OVER OPPONENTS OPENING 

 2m overcall generally 6+ cards and opening HCP. 2 may be lighter, i.e. hands that would 

bid a natural 3 (conventional in our system, without ); 2XA by advancer promises 

stopper in the opener’s suit and 7-10 HCP and is a serious proposal for 3NT!; CB by 

advancer asks pd to bid 3NT with stopper in the opener’s suit. 

 Bid of suit = F1, D= negative but shows some values, so it can be passed for penalty 

 Jump overcalls intermediate (8-12HCP) at level 2 if pd not passed hand (if not, anything 

goes) 

 After partner’s overcall of 1♥, 1♠ bid F1.  

 After partner’s overcall, bidding of new suit at the 2 level promises (7)8-11 HCP and 

5(6)+ cards and tolerance for partner’s suit (or, at least, tolerance to play 1 level higher 

due to general values). 

 After partner’s overcall at level 1 and D by opponent, RDBL = A or K in partner’s suit 

 If overcall is doubled, RDBL by overcaller expresses doubt and promises tolerance for 

other 2 suits [i.e. (1Χ) –1Μ– (dbl) –P, P(stays for penalty) – RDBL]. Similar for advancer 

if responder passes negative double of opener [i.e. (1Χ) –1Μ–(P)-P, (dbl)- P –P(stays for 

penalty) – RDBL = singleton or void in your suit, bid any 3 card of the unbid suits] 

 After responder bids new suit, e.g. (1X) – 1P1- (1Y)-? 

 D = 5 card 4rth suit, 2 cards in partner’s suit 

 2Y = 3 card support for partner’s suit, FG 

 2X = asks description of partner’s hand (if passed hand has 3 card support and 10-11 

HCP, if not passed either same or 12+ HCP and may have 5 card suit that will bid later) 

 2P2 = 7-11 HCP 6 cards, tolerance for partner’s suit 
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 2NT = 12+ HCP and 4 card support for partner’s suit 

 3X (jump CB) = (7)8-11 HCP and 4 card support for partner’s suit 

 3P1 = below 8 HCP, unbalanced distributional hand 

 After responder bids 1NT [i.e. (1X) – 1M- (1NT)-?] 

 D = other suits 55 or 54 (or 44 but with tolerance for partner’s suit) 

 2Y = weak 6 card, to play 

 After 2♦ overcall of 1 (=both M). Responses to 2NT by partner (asking bid): 

 3♣/♦ = values there 

 3♥ = minimum, 55, no values in minors 

 3♠ = maximum, 55, no values in minors 

 4 = at least 65 (then 4♦ asks opener to bid the 6 card suit) 

 After 2M overcall of 1. Responses to 2NT (asking bid for 2♠) or 2♠ (asking bid for 2♥): 

 2NT (for 2♥ overcall) = singleton or void ♠ 

 3♣ = maximum with singleton or void (3♦ asks, responses with steps, e.g. 3♥=short ) 

 3♦ = minimum 

 3♥ = not minimum, no singleton or void 

 3♠ = 2/3 top honors, outside A 

 3NT = AKQ/AKJ of the suit 

 4M = maximum 

 After 2NT overcall of 1 (=-). Responses: 

 3♣ = CB (opener: 3♦ = min, 3♥ = 15+ HCP, 3♠ = values in ♠, 3NT= ♣ stopper) 

 3♦/♥ =simple preference 

 3♠ = to play (length in ♠) 

 Other bids natural; generally barrage at the appropriate level 

 After 3♣ overcall of 1 (=-♠).Responses: 

 3♦/♠ = to play, 3♥= natural, F1 but auction can stop at 3♠ or 4♦ 

 3NT = interest in game. Opener bids: 

- 4 =  control (A, K, singleton or void) 

- 4♦ = 6 card in ♦ 

- 4♥ = minimum, 55, no  control 

- 4♠ = maximum, 55, no  control 

- 4NT = RKCB with ♠ as trump 

 Similar logic after other overcalls of level 1 opening. E.g. After 2♦ overcall of 1♦ (=-♠). 

Responses to 2NT by partner (asking bid): 

 3♣ = minimum, 55 

 3♦ = ♦ control 

 3♥ = values in ♥ 

 3♠ = maximum, 55 

 3NT = maximum, 5♠6 

Direct bids by advancer: 2♠ = signoff, 3♠ = INV (support ♠ , offers 1 trick) 

 After partner’s 3NT after weak opening and competition, 4=stayman and transfers.  

E.g. (2♦) - P – (3♦) - 3NT (natural, shows BAL 20+ HCP), P - ?.  4♠ = transfer to  

 After 3X opening: 

- D = take out, strong hand 14+ HCP with tolerance for all suits or 19+ HCP any (not 

suitable for 3NT) 

- 3Y = 6+ GOOD SUIT Y, 13+ HCP 

- 3NT = 19-22 HCP with stopper, texas transfer apply, 4 NOT STAY unless opening 

is 3. At that level, 3NT generally has at least double stopper, if not D or 3Y 
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preferable; generally pd will stay to play unless weak with distribution… i.e. will not 

generally transfer just because 5-6 card M, if semibalanced and/or 2+ card X. 

- 4NT = very strong bicolor (55 at least), slam interest (5NT asks to bid best suit at 6) 

- After 3: a) 4 = both M, 4♦ = ♦ and one M 

- After 3♦: a) 4♦ = both M 

 After 4/♦/♥ 

- D = take out, strong hand 

- 4NT = very strong bicolor (55 at least), slam interest (5NT asks to bid best suit at 6) 

 After 4♠ 

 D=Penalty, 15+HCP. Pd is allowed to bid at level 5 if unbalanced with a 6 card suit 

 4NT = strong 2 or 3 suit hand. Partner bids her best suit at 5 level 

 After any 2X bid by right hand opponent in a competitive auction Good/bad 2NT (pd 3 

etc), so bidding directly promises normal values for level 2 or 3 

Exceptions: 

- When two notrump would clearly be Unusual or limit fit of pd’s suit. 

- When either side has opened one notrump 

- When the opponents have opened with a big club 

- When the opponents make a penalty double 

- When we have already found a fit 

- When we are already in a game forcing auction 

When pd has extra strength, will break trf to 3. Same goes if pd is minimum but has fit for a 

suit already promised (e.g. 1♦-(1♠)-D-(2♠), 2NT-(P) - ? will bid 3♦ and not 3 if minimum 

but with same length in ♦ and . 

 After partner’s D in direct position (1X or 2X) – D – (3X/Y)  

- Relay double by advancer (pd lower suit at lower level, etc.). So: a) direct bid at 3 or 4 

level shows invitational hand and b) only chance for penalty is to Pass and convert 

potential new D by pd (if has extra) 

 

REOPENING  

(1/♦) - p - (1NT) - p 

 (p)  - dbl (opening hand, up to 15 HCP, hand unsuitable for D at direct position) - (p) - ? 

- P = not necessarily strong (pd thinks better to play 1NT* than playing at level 2) 

- 2 = any 4333 hand (4 card any suit) or 4432 with 4 card  and 4 card higher.  

Doubler bids her first 4 card suit 

- 2X = 5 card suit 

(1) - p - (1NT) - p 

 (p)  - 2 = both M and if pd passed hand can have an opening hand 

Generally, with a 44M hand (e.g. 4423), 2 rather than D, so not to play 1NT* or 2♦ 

 

After 1NT intervention (either in direct position or in reopening) system on, except that 2NT 

= nat and 2♠ = one or both m (reply: 2NT = max, 3 = min)  


